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“Well, then, let’s start tomorrow, do you have any plans?”

Omi said, “No plan, go straight to the Ning family, then, anyone in the Ning family above the Spiritual
Harmony stage, kill them on sight.Those below the Spiritual Harmony stage, forget it, don’t kill
them.The Ning Family has perished without even the Spiritual Harmony Stage anyway.”

“Good.”

“You’re in charge of killing those below the fifth stage of the YuanYing stage, I’ll be in charge of killing
those above the fifth stage of the YuanYing stage, don’t let any of them escape.”

“There will definitely be a lot of them escaping then, it’s impossible to fight them all, unless we use a
formation to trap the Ning residence.”

“Formation, unfortunately I don’t know formation, if I had many talismans, I might be able to do it, but
the materials to trap a YuanYing stage talisman are hard to find, so it’s hard to practice at all.It’s just a
matter of howmany I can kill then.”

The next morning, Omi and Mu Qianji immediately set off.

Soon, they arrived at the Ning Family.

“Kill!”Omi shouted and charged into the Ning family, killing those above the Spiritual Harmony Stage
when he saw them.

“Wow!”Omi’s Steel Cable Giant was instantly unleashed and then went on a killing spree against the
Ning family, while Omi’s flying sword swept away, killing dozens and hundreds of people in the blink
of an eye.

It was simply too divinely fast for an Immortal to slaughter the weaker ones, and the flying swords
were like reapers, which was why 300,000 civilians in Tianbao City had been killed so easily before. The
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“Ah, help.”

“Someone’s messing with us, run away.”

“Ah!”

In an instant, the cries shook the heavens.

Omi had no sympathy as the strongest of the Ning family had exterminated hundreds of thousands of
civilians, and although some of the weakest of the Ning family were innocent, they were part of the
Ning family and had to pay for those hundreds of thousands of heads.

At this moment, somewhere in the Ning Family.



“Old Ancestor, Old Ancestor, it’s bad, someone is killing people in the Ning Family.”

The two Ning Family Exaltation Stage powerhouses who were cultivating in a secret room immediately
rushed out.

“Who is it?Who dares to go on a killing spree in my Ning Clan.”Those two out-of-body stage
powerhouses were furious.

The Ning family was an eight-out-of-the-know family, there were a total of eight out-of-the-know
families, two were killed by Omi, then the third, fourth, and fifth went after Omi, and the strongest
ancestor, Ning Fang, also went, so there were only two out-of-the-know families sitting in the family,
the second and sixth oldest.

The Ning family’s second oldest, was at the sixth stage of Exaltation, and that sixth oldest, was at the
third stage of Exaltation.

Omi had killed thousands of Immortal cultivators of the Ning family in just a single moment, at an
appallingly fast pace.

Omi’s Steel Cable Giant was responsible for the ground, his Flying Sword for the sky, and the faster
one escaped, the sooner one died.

Mu Qianji was not slow either, her Burial Moon Sword swelled to a width of more than ten meters, and
with a single sweep of her sword, hundreds of bodies landed on the ground.

Although it looked like Omi and Mu Qianji were like devils at the moment, don’t feel cruel, neither
Omi nor Mu Qianji were holy mother whores.The Ning Family had to pay for hundreds of thousands of
desperate lives.

At this moment, two Exaltation Stages flew in, and those two Exaltation Stages turned green when
they saw the countless dead and injured clansmen on the ground.

“Heavens!”They had never seen so many clansmen die.

“Stop, stop for me.”That second Ning Clan member shouted, his face livid.

Omi said to Mu Qianji, “Qianji, you continue, I’ll deal with it.”

“Mm.”Mu Qianji didn’t stop, he continued.And Omi met up to block the two out of the

In front of the Trick Stage powerhouse.

Omi snorted, “The two of you, just in time.”

“Stop, you, you.”At that moment, the two Trick Stage recognized that this was the same Omi they
were chasing.

“You’re Omi?Didn’t the strongest members of our family go after you?I thought you were hiding.Why
is it here?”

Omi coldly snorted, “With those few people from your Ning Family, you even presume to put me to
death, ridiculous.Today, I’ve finished dealing with the matter at hand, it’s time to come and
exterminate your Ning Family.”



“What? Exterminate my Ning family.”That old man who was at the sixth stage out of the box swept his
eyes across the ground, and moreover, Mu Qianji’s flying sword was still like a reaper.

“Stop, you have to stop.”The Ning family’s second oldest shouted angrily at Mu Qianji, but, Mu Qianji
completely ignored her, and she continued to do her thing.

At that moment, the Ning family’s second oldest had the sixth oldest, “Old Sixth, quickly, go kill that
woman.”

“Yes.”That sixth old man rushed towards Mu Qianji in an attempt to kill him.

Omi snorted, “I’m still standing here, do you think you’re capable of stopping me?”

“Phew!”With a slight slash of Omi’s flying sword, the Ning Family’s Old Six, who was at the third stage
of out-of-body, couldn’t even get out of his body.

“What, Old Sixth!”The Ning family’s second oldest family was dumbfounded, and in the blink of an eye,
the sixth oldest was gone.This was an Exaltation Stage ah, an Exaltation Stage strong man was
incomparably precious to any family in the Four Seas.

Omi said, “Old man, you think I’m joking, today, your Ning family, will be destroyed by me.By the way, I
heard that the other four out-of-body stages of your Ning family, including Ning Fang, have gone to
the One Heavy Sea to look for me right, it doesn’t matter, after I exterminate your family, they will
soon get the news and come back, and when they come back, I’ll cut him down and not eat him.Now,
it’s your turn.”After saying that, Omi struck out with his sword, and in between, Omi’s flying sword
emitted a radiant light, each of which locked the Ning family’s second son in place.

“What? This is.”The Ning family’s second was dumbfounded, seeing that yes, he didn’t have time to
think, each ray of light killed him, the speed was so fast that it was almost impossible to dodge.

This was Omi’s ninth blade of Shura, Heavenly Luo Earth.

Ning’s second oldest hurriedly took off his infant body.

“Boom!”In the next second, his body turned into a bloody mist.

However, Ning’s second infant came out of his body in time, but Omi had expected it, and in the next
second, another of Omi’s flying swords decapitated his infant from behind.

“Ah, no!”The Ning Family’s second infant even made a sound at the final moment of death.

Omi snorted, “How weak, but unfortunately, you won’t have the chance to see the Ning family
destroyed.”

After saying that, Omi took away the Ning family’s second oldest’s storage ring.

Once again, he joined the killing game.

A group of YuanYing powerhouses shouted, “Omi, you can’t do this, sob.”

This group of YuanYing powerhouses, they had seen both of the family’s ancestors die, so they were
desperate and could only roar so much.They watched their clan members die one by one, and they
couldn’t help but shout in grief.



Omi snorted, “Can you sister.”In the next second, a sword shadow flashed.

“Ah.”The group of YuanYing powerhouses were all killed.

In front of Omi, a strong man of the fourth stage of Exaltation, killing a YuanYing was as simple as
stepping on ants.

Just like that, killing and killing, in less than ten minutes, most of the cultivators in the Ning Clan,
which covered a radius of several dozen miles, were killed.
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